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                        Founder Story: Cloud AI

Anyscale

Anyscale is the leading AI application platform that enables developers to build, run and scale AI applications instantly without building and managing infrastructure.
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                        News: Frontier

Humanoid Robotics to Advance the Labor Economy

Many countries across the globe are experiencing unprecedented labor shortages. Aging populations, declining birth rates and early retirement trends brought on by the COVID pandemic are exacerbating the problem of scaling the workforce fast enough …
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                        News: AI

Investing in Twelve Labs

Twelve Labs has pioneered new foundation model-based approaches for video understanding. Unlike previous generations of companies that have treated video understanding as image or speech problems …
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    A force multiplier for early-stage startups


    
        
                        Intel Capital is uniquely positioned to help build the companies of tomorrow. Our investment team is backed with deep domain knowledge and the resources of Intel to assist companies in their paths to success.
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    Innovation driving compute


    
        
                        Our portfolio spans across the key areas shaping the future of compute.
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                Cloud-native infrastructure, applications, developer tools, data platforms and security
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                Breakthrough advances in integrated circuit device design and manufacturing


                                    
                            

                                
                                                        
                                
                                          
                Devices
                Next-gen mobile technologies, applications and gaming


                                    
                            

                                
                                                        
                                
                                          
                Frontier
                Paradigm-shifting deep technologies in robotics, autonomy, compute and healthcare
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                        Discover our portfolio companies’ latest accomplishments and our thoughts on how they are changing the world.

        


                

    
                    
                
                    
            

        
        
            

            
                Celebrating Black Heritage with Saf Yeboah, Intel Chief Strategy Officer
                
02 | 29 | 2024

                
                                            In celebration of Black Heritage Month, Intel Capital is honored to host a series of conversations...                                    

            

        

    
            

        
        
            

            
                Intel Celebrates Launch of Intel Foundry with Customers, Founders, and Industry Heavyweights at First-Ever Intel Foundry Direct Connect Event
                
02 | 27 | 2024

                
                                            Last week marked a monumental moment for Intel with our launch of “Intel Foundry,” the...                                    

            

        

    
            

        
        
            

            
                The Year of AI
                
02 | 22 | 2024

                
                                            There’s no doubt that 2023 was the year of AI. Its explosive popularity ushered in a slew of new...                                    
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